Effect of peripheral suture depth on strength of tendon repairs.
The peripheral suture in flexor tendon repairs was originally introduced to "tidy up" the repair site and to improve gliding after core suture placement. More recently, it has been proposed that the peripheral suture can be an important structural component of tendon repair; yet, the effect of peripheral suture technique as an independent factor on the strength of the tendon repair has had little attention. We proceeded to determine whether differing levels of penetration of the tendon by the peripheral suture significantly affect the strength of the repair. We performed tensile tests on two groups of fresh frozen cadaver flexor digitorum superficialis tendons that had lacerations repaired by modified Kessler core sutures: one group had supplemental superficial peripheral sutures while the other group had supplemental deep (half the depth to the center of the tendon) peripheral sutures. The mean failure load of the deep peripheral suture group (38.96 N) was almost 80% greater than that of the superficial suture group (21.68 N). This increased strength may be due to an improved tendon-suture interface, with the deep peripheral suture acting as an auxiliary core suture. Our results with deep peripheral sutures, a simple technique based on a modification of commonly employed suture patterns, demonstrate substantially improved repair strength. This suture has the potential to be used in conjunction with early active finger motion rehabilitation program after flexor tendon repair.